CPN RESOURCES TO PROMOTE CERTIFICATION

Promoting Certification

Thank you for being an advocate for CPN certification!

Please use the tips below to maximize these resources and support the professional certification goals of nurses where you work.

- **Download the kit.**
  Now explore what's inside, from posters to greeting cards and treat labels.

- **Share, post, and forward the resources.**
  And not just with nurses. Share this kit with colleagues, supervisors, committees, and leadership to coordinate team efforts.

- **Offer No Pass, No Pay.**
  Explore our no-risk testing program that benefits RNs and employers. Already offer it? Make sure conversations during new hire orientation and annual evaluations reinforce the benefit.

- **Activate ambassadors.**
  Do you have CPN Champions on staff? Or maybe you already serve in this PNCB volunteer role. If you don’t know who there is a Champion, contact info@pncb.org so we can get you all connected.

- **Communicate benefits often.**
  Do you offer prep resources or space for study groups to meet? Or maybe bonuses or raises are in the mix. Share details often to maintain awareness.

- **Recognize RNs frequently.**
  Unit celebrations with a ‘golden stethoscope’ passed from new CPN to newest CPN. Public-facing wall plaques or community newsletters. Receptions or snacks during special events like Certified Nurses Day on March 19th each year. There are many ways to shine a light on role models for pediatric certification.
Elevate Your Career & Practice with CPN

It's personal. Pediatrics is your passion. Show yourself, your employer, and the children and families you care so much about that you took the next step to be the best pediatric nurse you can be: a Certified Pediatric Nurse.

It's professional. These three little letters carry a lot of meaning. "CPN" says you took the time to study and confirm a knowledge base of pediatric nursing that runs deep and wide. Portfolios, posters, publications, and everyday practice... CPN are the letters that carry you further and advance your career.

It's interprofessional. More health care leaders and team members than ever understand what CPN stands for.

It's the credential you'll want behind your name. Aim for the pediatric nursing letters that more than 90% of those certified in our specialty seek.

Ready to Get Certified?

www.PNCB.org
4 reasons to get CPN certified

You're passionate about the best care for kids. Becoming a Certified Pediatric Nurse confirms your deep personal and professional commitment to children and families.

Studying for the exam makes your specialty knowledge base even stronger. CPN increases confidence and makes you stand out as a role model for colleagues, new hires, and RN students.

CPN advances careers and opens doors. Evaluations, portfolios, conference abstracts, publications... Earn the recognized letters behind your name to support your professional aspirations.

CPN is a mark of excellence you can be proud of and one that employers respect. Invest in your future today at www.pncb.org.
Ready to earn your Certified Pediatric Nurse credential?

Visit www.pncb.org to learn what knowledge is tested and get tips to prepare.

CPN Certification Makes You Stand Out

Ready to earn your Certified Pediatric Nurse credential?

You have the No Pass, No Pay code benefit here.

- Pay no money to apply for the exam.
- If unsuccessful, no exam fee is charged by PNCB.

Visit www.pncb.org to learn what knowledge is tested and get tips to prepare.
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Thank you for your commitment to board certification today and every day!
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You rock! We appreciate your for being CPN certified.
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Thank you

for your commitment to excellence.